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Since the introduction of the euro banknotes and coins in 2002

consumers have been able to make cash payments throughout the euro

area from a single purse using a single currency. It is now time to allow

consumers to make cashless payments throughout the euro area from

a single account under the same basic conditions, regardless of their

location. To facil itate this, all the various retail payment markets in the euro area will merge

to form one market – the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA). Within SEPA, all euro payments

wil l be treated as domestic payments and the current dif ferentiat ion between national and

cross-border payments will cease. This requires changes not only to the banking industry, but

also to customers’ habits in all euro area countries.

These changes are needed to move towards a more integrated

payment market, which wil l br ing with it substant ia l economic

benefits. SEPA will not only introduce more comparable services, but

also foster competition and drive innovation. Institutions that are able

to embrace new technological developments and offer customers

addit iona l ser v ices wi l l benef i t from this new integrated and compet i t ive market . I t i s

important that the SEPA project be viewed not as a “one-off operation”, but as a continually

evolving project that fosters European integration, seeking to improve all aspects of the euro

area retail payment market on an ongoing basis. SEPA will also make a notable contribution to

the Lisbon agenda, which aims to foster competit iveness and ensure the continuous

development of the European economy. The SEPA project is an

important element of Europe‚s single market and requires the full

support of all stakeholders. The Eurosystem strongly supports the SEPA

project.

With SEPA, all euro

payments will be domestic

SEPA will strengthen

European integration

SEPA will foster

competition and

innovation, and will

improve conditions

for customers

FOREWORD
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Following the establishment of the European Economic Community in

1958 the movement towards a more integrated European financial

market has been marked by several events. The most visible were the

launch of the euro in 1999 and the cash changeover in the euro area

countries in 2002. Less visible, but also of great importance, were the

establishment of the large-value central bank payment system TARGET

on 1 January 1999 and that of its successor, TARGET2, in 2007.

TARGET2 is the backbone of the financial system in euro and is the

implementation tool for the Eurosystem’s single monetary policy. The

SEPA project represents the next major step towards closer European

integrat ion. SEPA wil l a l low customers to make non-cash euro

payments to any beneficiary located anywhere in the euro area using

a single bank account and a single set of payment instruments. All retail

payments in euro will thereby become domestic , and there will no

longer be any differentiation between national and cross-border

payments within the euro area.

In 2002 the banking industry launched this challenging project by

creating the European Payments Council (EPC). The EPC is defining the

new rules and procedures for euro payments. In so doing, it is

involving not only the stakeholders in the euro area, but also those in

other countries of the European Union (EU), Iceland, Liechtenstein,

Norway and Switzerland. Communities outside the euro area will thus

have the opportunity to participate in euro payment systems and will

be able to adopt SEPA standards and practices, thereby contributing

to the establishment of a single market for payment services.

This brochure presents an over view of the SEPA project . The

Eurosystem (the European Central Bank (ECB) and the national

central banks (NCBs) of the euro area) is responsible for the smooth

operation of payment systems in the euro area and therefore places

particular emphasis on the creation of SEPA in the euro area. This

brochure therefore focuses mainly on the euro area.
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> OVERV I EW OF S E PA

SEPA I S :

> an area in which consumers, companies and other economic actors

will be able to make and receive payments in euro, whether within

or across national borders, with the same basic conditions, rights and

obligations, regardless of their location.

THE A IM OF SEPA I S :

> to strengthen European integration by establishing a single market

for retail payments. Having a single market for all euro payments will

drive competition and innovation and thus bring about better

services for customers.

SEPA CONS I STS OF :

> the single currency;

> a single set of euro payment instruments – credit transfers, direct

debits and card payments;

> efficient processing infrastructures for euro payments;

> common technical standards;

> common business practices;

> a harmonised legal basis;

> ongoing development of new customer services.
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SEPA REQU IRES INTERACT ION BETWEEN ALL OF THE FOLLOWING CONST ITUENC IES .

> The European banking industry is responsible for restructuring the payment systems of

the euro area. This restructuring will, in the short term, generate considerable costs; however,

in the medium to long term, the European banking industry will benefit from cost savings and

potential new revenue streams. To coordinate its efforts, the industry has set up a decision-

making body to manage and coordinate the SEPA project. This body, the European Payments

Council , consists of 74 European banks and banking associations, including the three

European credit sector associations and the Euro Banking Association (EBA). Industry

participants from the EU, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and

Switzerland are represented in the EPC, the work of which

covers all euro payments in these countries.

> The European c lear ing and set t l ement indus t r y a ims to ensure tha t any

beneficiary in the euro area can be reached using SEPA instruments. Various infrastructure

providers, such as automated clearing houses (ACHs) and card processors, are actively

participating in this work. The European Automated Clearing House Association (EACHA) has

developed a set of procedures to ensure interoperability between infrastructures, while

the EBA has developed STEP2, the first pan-European automated clearing house

(PEACH), for the clearing of both cross-border and national retail payments in euro.

> Euro area companies (corporations, merchants, and small and medium-sized enterprises) are

involved in the development of services to automate the payment process. These services range

from invoicing to reconciliation services and help to ensure the end-to-end straight-through

processing (STP) of all payments. This reduces the cost of making and receiving

payments, as payments are effected without paper or manual intervention. Corporate

treasurers are represented by the European Association of Corporate Treasurers (EACT).
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www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu

www.eact.eu

www.abe.org



> Public administrations and consumers will be the users of the

new SEPA payment i n s t rument s . Government s and pub l i c

administrations make substantial payments on both a national and

a cross-border level in areas such as pensions, social security and

taxation. A firm commitment is therefore required from public

administrations. The Economic and Financial Affairs Council (the

ECOFIN Council) has repeatedly expressed

its strong support for the creation of SEPA.

The following public authorities are involved in the SEPA project.

> The Eurosystem has stressed its expectations for the project in

severa l pub l icat ions and is c lose ly monitor ing progress and

developments in relation to SEPA.

> The European Commission has developed a strategy designed to

remove barriers in the internal market and simplify its rules. For

example, it proposed the Payment Services Directive (PSD), which

was approved by the European Parliament and the EU Council in

2007.

> National authorit ies are expected to become increas ingly

involved and to be among the first to adopt the SEPA payment

schemes.
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www.consil ium.europa.eu

www.ecb.europa.eu

www.ec.europa.eu/internal_market



> WHY SEPA ?
Currently, the euro area economy is unable to fully exploit all of the benefits

of Economic and Monetary Union. Customers face difficulties when making

retail payments in euro to other euro area

countries, as these payments often require

di f ferent payment formats and are more

time-consuming. As long as this is the case, the

euro cannot be regarded as a fully implemented

single currency.

Despite the introduction of the euro in 1999 and the development of

TARGET/TARGET2, the common large-value payment system for the euro,

low-value electronic payments (i.e. retail payments) continue to be processed

in different ways across the euro area. Overall, the number and variety of

payment instruments, standards and processing infrastructures for retail

payments have not changed significantly since the introduction of the euro. In

such an environment, companies with a substantial number of cross-border

payments therefore have to maintain bank accounts in many of the countries

in which they do business. National legislation further complicates cross-border

business, as stakeholders may face different rules and requirements depending

on the country with which they are doing business.

This fragmentation affects not only cross-border payments, but also

national euro payments, as it prevents innovation and competition at the

euro area level. The creation of a single market will allow innovation to

increase irrespective of national borders.

The goal of SEPA is thus to create an integrated,

competitive and innovative retail payment market

for all non-cash euro payments, with such

payments eventually being conducted entirely

electronically. SEPA will thereby benefit all

customers.
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The euro area economy is

currently unable to exploit

the benefits of the single

market

The fragmented

European retail payment

markets will progressively

be replaced by a complete

and competitive euro area

market



> BANK ING INDUSTRY IN IT IAT IVES
In the move towards SEPA, the banking industry has focused mainly on the

development of SEPA payment instruments. First, the industry developed new

payment schemes for credit transfers and direct debits, as well as formulating

a framework for card payments. Second, it identified principles for the

underlying processing infrastructures and addressed standardisation issues.

These steps helped to facilitate the implementation of the new common

payment instruments in the euro area. While originally that work focused

primarily on the bank-to-bank domain, in 2008 the banking industry started

to look at how to improve the handling of payments between customers and

banks (i.e. the customer-to-bank and bank-to-customer domains).
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The new payment instruments offered to customers by the banking

industry will be based on a new set of rules, practices and standards for euro

payments.

The EPC has designed rulebooks for the SEPA credit transfer scheme and the

SEPA direct debit schemes – as well as a framework for SEPA card payments –

within which banks can develop SEPA payment products.

With regard to credit transfers and direct debits, new common schemes have been

designed that allow customers to send/receive euro transfers to/from any

counterpart in the euro area.These schemes are defined in rulebooks covering the

rules, practices and standards applicable to such euro payments. For card

payments, an “adaptation” strategy has been chosen to allow existing schemes and

their operator(s) to adjust to a new set of business and technical standards and

processes. The EPC has established a framework that explains how card schemes

(as well as card issuers, acquirers and operators) need to adapt their current

operations to comply with the SEPA principles for card payments in euro. A core

feature of the new payment instruments is a clear distinction between schemes

(i.e. rules, practices and standards) and infrastructures. This will allow any

infrastructure to process SEPA payments.
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Financial institutions are responsible for the quality of their SEPA products and

are free to offer their customers improved products, as long as they are in line

with the various schemes and frameworks.

The infrastructures handle the operat ional s ide of the clearing and

settlement of euro payments.

The EPC has defined a framework that clarif ies the rules and procedures to

be followed by infrastructure providers (i.e. ACHs, card scheme processors and

other processors that handle , trans fer and exchange payment-re lated

information for financial institutions).

Tradit ional ly, these infrastructure providers have been responsible for the

management of the rules, practices and standards related to payments made

within a country, and they also typical ly offer their processing services to

financial institutions. In the new SEPA environment, the rules and standards

are defined in the SEPA schemes, which are separated from the processing

in frastructures . This separat ion wi l l a l low infrastructure providers to

compete and offer their processing services to any bank or card scheme

provider.

STEP2, the f irst pan-European automated clearing house , is managed by

EBA Clearing. Other European clearing houses, which are represented

by EACHA, have developed a framework which faci l i tates interoperabi l i ty

between dif ferent European infrastructures. This framework should thus

al low SEPA credit transfers and direct debits to be sent and received

by any customer in Europe .

Services in the customer-to-bank domain

On the basis of the SEPA schemes, financial institutions can, either individually

or in cooperation with others, design improved products and offer them to

their customers. These services must be transparent, and the EPC must be

notified once they are operational.

In the development of the SEPA schemes and frameworks, the EPC has focused

on the bank-to-bank domain. In 2008 the EPC decided to widen its scope and
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i n t ens i f i ed i t s wo rk in the cus tomer- to -bank doma in . The goa l

is to develop SEPA-wide services that enhance the SEPA payment instruments.

Work has started on services which al low customers to init iate SEPA

payments at onl ine merchants v ia their internet banking appl icat ions

(i .e . online payment initiation) or by using their mobile telephones

( i .e . mobi le payment in i t iat ion ) . Other ser v ices a l low electron ic

confirmation of payments. The e-reconciliation service , for instance , is

of fered to customers after payment. Bi l ls are matched with payments

electronical ly, and the payee’s records are automatica l ly updated. The

Eurosystem has encouraged the EPC to continue its work on these value-added

services.

Outside the EPC, work has started on one of the most frequently used

value-added services: electronic invoicing . This service is offered to

customers before payment. Bil ls are sent directly to the payer’s internet

banking application, and once the payer has accepted the bill , an automatic

payment instruction is created containing the relevant information on

the payer and payee . This work is being undertaken by the European

Commission’s expert group on e-invoic ing. The goal is to develop an

e-invoicing framework by the end of 2009. Such initiatives are strongly

encouraged by the ECB, as combining value-added services with the SEPA

payment instruments creates large potentia l savings for the economy,

eliminating paper and achieving end-to-end STP.

Value-added

services offered

before payment

Processing of

the payment

Value-added

services offered

after payment

End - to - end s t r a i gh t - th rough proce s s i ng
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> T IMEL INE
The EPC has planned its timeline for the SEPA project around three main phases: a design

phase, an implementation phase and a migration phase.

Design

phase

Implementation

phase

01/2004 06/2006 01/2008 11/2009 12/2010 201X

SEPA
instruments
generally in use

SEPA
migration
end date

SEPA credit
transfers and card
payments available

The first phase, the design phase, began in 2004.This phase involved the design of the new

credit transfer and direct debit schemes and the frameworks for cards and clearing and

settlement infrastructures. The necessary standards were developed and security

requirements were also specified.

The second phase, the implementation phase, started in mid-2006 and continued until

end-2007. This phase of the project concentrated on preparations for the rollout of the

new SEPA instruments, standards and infrastructures. Testing exercises were also carried

out in this phase.The national implementation/migration bodies established in each euro

area country assisted by monitoring the various stakeholders’ preparations for the rollout

of SEPA. The stakeholders were very diverse, consisting of a number of parties, such as

banks, infrastructure operators, public administrations, companies and other users.

The final phase is the migration phase, in which national payment schemes will coexist

with the new SEPA schemes. Customers will be offered both “old” national and new SEPA

instruments, and the clearing and settlement infrastructures will be able to process payments

made using both types of instrument. The goal is to achieve a gradual market-driven

migration to SEPA, with a critical mass of transactions migrating by end-2010.

After the migration period, services for sending and receiving euro payments which are based

on the current domestic credit transfer and direct debit schemes (or equivalent schemes)

will no longer be available to customers.

The EPC’s t imetab le

Migration phase

SEPA
direct debits
available



The SEPA project will have a major impact on

all stakeholders, creating opportunities as

well as challenges. SEPA will create more

competit ion by making the euro area an

integrated market in which providers can

offer their services to the entire euro area.

The increased choice of service providers,

coupled with economies of scale, will ensure

that customers are offered a wider range of

competitive payment solutions. SEPA will also

provide a significant number of additional

benefits.
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> FOR CONSUMERS
SEPA payment instruments will be available throughout the

euro area, making life easier for consumers.

> Consumers will only need one bank account. From this

account, they will be able to effect credit transfers and

direct debit payments in euro throughout the euro area as

easily as they make national payments. They could, for

instance, pay rent for children studying abroad, pay for a

holiday home, or pay for services provided by European

companies (mobile telephone services, insurance, utilities,

etc .). People who live, work or study outside their home

country will no longer need one bank account at home and

another abroad.

> The use of payment cards will be more efficient, as

consumers will be able to use the same card for all euro

payments. This will reduce the need for people to carry

cash.

> It wil l be possible to offer innovative services to

consumers irrespective of national borders. The long-term

goa l o f the bank ing indus t r y i s for SEPA payment

instruments to be used only in electronic form. Payments

can then be easily combined with value-added services

(i .e . services designed to make the payment process

before and after settlement of a payment simpler for the

consumer and businesses). These include e-invoicing,

mobile or internet payment initiation, e-tickets for airlines

and e-reconciliation. As a consequence, consumers will

spend less time handling payments.

> FOR MERCHANTS
Payment cards are becoming extremely

popular with consumers and are increasingly

replacing cheques and cash payments. The use

of cards is thus expected to grow in the

future. To accept card payments, merchants

need an agreement with an acquiring bank,

which processes card payments for the

merchant by handling information on the

payment and cardholder and forwarding this

to the cardholder’s bank via the clearing

infrastructure . SEPA offers the fol lowing

advantages in this regard.

> Acqu irers wi l l be ab le to process a l l

SEPA-compliant card payments, even cross-

border payments. In the SEPA environment,

merchants will be able to choose any

acquirer in the euro area to process

their card payments; this wi l l increase

competition and drive down costs.

> Point-of-sale terminals in the euro area will

become increasingly standardised. As a

consequence, there will be a wider choice

of terminal providers, and merchants will

be able to accept a wider range of cards

wi th a s ing le termina l . The increased

competition between card schemes should

also drive down fees for merchants.
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> FOR COMPAN IES
SEPA will help companies to simplify their

management of payments.

> Companies will be able to perform all of their

euro-denominated financial transactions

centrally from one bank account, using

SEPA payment instruments. The handling

of payments will be simplified, as all incoming

and outgoing payments will have the same

format. By consolidating their payment and

l iquidity management in one locat ion,

companies with euro area-wide business will

save not only in terms of costs, but also in

terms of time.

> Value-added services such as e-invoicing

and e-reconciliation will help companies to

optimise their handling of payments. Today,

these services are often offered only nationally,

as the existence of different payment formats

and legal requirements makes cross-border use
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difficult. Standardised SEPA payment schemes will make this

obstacle easier to overcome and companies will benefit from

end-to-end STP.

> FOR BANKS
By providing new payment instruments and euro area-wide

infrastructures, SEPA will benefit banks in the following ways.

> Banks will be able to expand their business and compete

at a euro area level, as banks will be able to offer their

services more easily to customers throughout the euro

area. Banks will also be able to expand their business by

offering their customers value-added services in addition

to SEPA products.

> SEPA wil l lead to fur ther European integrat ion and

increased market efficiency . By aligning the conditions

under which payments are made, SEPA will result in a

single set of rules, equal and open access, reachability,

transparency and interoperabil ity, which will encourage

competition, thereby allowing banks to negotiate better

conditions with their service providers.

Regulation No 2560/2001 was introduced to make charges for comparable

domestic and cross-border payments the same. From 1 July 2002 it applied to

card payments and withdrawals from automated teller machines (ATMs), and

from 1 July 2003 it applied to credit transfers with a value of up to €12,500.

Since 1 January 2006 it has also applied to transfers in euro with a value of up

to €50,000 made between two euro-denominated accounts within the EU. The

European Commission has proposed extending the rules on cross-border

payments in euro to cover direct debits and will complete its review of the

Regulation in 2009 with a view to facilitating SEPA.



> Regulation No 2560/2001, which established the principle of equal

charges for comparable cross-border and domestic payments within

the EU, has created an imbalance between bank fees and costs for

cross-border payments. This imbalance can be overcome only if the

handl ing of cross-border payments – in terms of processing,

clearing and settlement – is reorganised so it is as efficient and

inexpensive as the hand l i n g o f national payments, which is the

primary goal of SEPA.

> FOR I N F R A S T RU C TUR E PROV I D E R S
Detaching the development of the payment schemes from the

infrastructure providers (e.g. ACHs and card processors) should

increase competition among infrastructure providers.

> Infrastructure providers will no longer be bound by national

borders and will instead be able to provide their services throughout

the euro area.

> Interoperability or interlinking between different infrastructure

providers will become possible through a common set of technical

standards.

> Card processors will be able to serve different card schemes and

acquirers throughout the euro area.

MIGRATION EFFORTS FOR CUSTOMERS

The overall impact that the changeover to SEPA will have on customers

is expected to be minor. Customers could experience some changes

when domestic payment instruments are replaced by SEPA payment

instruments. For example, a customer’s national bank account number

will be replaced by an IBAN, and the forms used to initiate payments

could differ, in terms of their layout, from those currently used at the

national level.
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Creating a single retai l payment market in the euro area is an

ongoing process. However, with the building blocks almost in place, one

significant milestone has been achieved. The next step will be to

develop and offer value-added services for customers. These will

enhance the SEPA payments and guarantee their user-friendliness,

thereby fostering the establishment of a paperless payments area with

end-to-end STP for all payments.

> SEPA PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS
The EPC has established two new payment schemes – the SEPA credit

transfer and SEPA direct debit schemes – as well as a SEPA card framework.

The current national instruments will gradually be replaced by SEPA

instruments based on these common SEPA schemes and frameworks.
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Value-added services

+

Electronic use only

+

Common payment instruments,

infrastructures, standards and legal basis

S INGLE EURO PAYMENTS AREA

End-to-end straight-through processing



S E PA C R ED I T T R AN S F E R S

The SEPA credit transfer (SCT) scheme is an interbank payment

scheme that lays down a common set of rules and processes for credit

transfers denominated in euro. The scheme establishes a common

service level and a time frame within which financial institutions

participating in the scheme must conduct individual SEPA credit

transfers. The scheme was launched in January 2008.

Features of the SCT scheme

> There is SEPA-wide reachability – any customer can be reached.

> The full amount is credited to the beneficiary’s account; there is no

limit on the value of the payment.

> The maximum settlement time is three business days.1)

> The scheme is separated from the processing infrastructure.

> IBANs and BICs are used as account identif iers.

> There is a comprehensive set of rules for rejected and returned

payments.

1) Under the Payment Services Directive, which enters into force on 1 November 2009, the maximum
settlement time will be three business days until 1 January 2012 and one business day thereafter.
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What is a credit transfer?

A payment initiated by the payer. In a credit transfer, a payment instruction

is sent to the payer’s bank (i.e . the sender’s bank), which moves the funds

to the payee’s bank (i.e . the receiver’s bank), possibly via several

intermediaries.



SEPA D IRECT DEB ITS

The SEPA direct debit (SDD) scheme is an interbank payment scheme that lays down a common

set of rules and processes for direct debits denominated in euro. The scheme establishes a

common service level and a time frame within which financial institutions participating in the

scheme must conduct individual SEPA direct debits. The SDD scheme will be launched on

1 November 2009.

The core SDD model

In the new SDD scheme, the debtor will give the mandate directly to the creditor. An e-mandate

solution will allow consumers to initiate electronic mandates via their online banking application.

Features of the core SDD scheme

> It offers full SEPA-wide reach – direct debits can be made to any recipient.

> It covers both recurrent and one-off payments in euro.

> The required transaction time is five business days for a one-off

payment or the first in a series of recurring payments, and two

business days for subsequent recurring payments.

> The scheme is separated from the processing infrastructure.

> Both IBANs and BICs are used as account identif iers.

> It ensures a comprehensive set of rules for rejected and returned

payments.

Special features

> A business-to-business direct debit scheme has also been developed.

This is based on the core direct debit scheme, with specif ic

additional features for use in business-to-business transactions.
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What is a direct debit?

A transfer initiated by the

payee (i.e. the recipient) via

the payee’s bank following

an agreement between the

payee and the payer (i.e. the

sender). Direct debits are

often used for recurring

payments (such as utility

bills), with a schedule

of payment being

preauthorised by the payer.

Direct debits are also used

for one-off payments where

the payer authorises an

individual payment.



SEPA CARD PAYMENTS

SEPA card payments will be made in accordance with a set of high-level

principles which issuers, acquirers, card schemes and operators will

have to observe. These principles have been developed by the EPC and

are referred to as the “SEPA card framework”.

Features of SEPA card payments

> Cardholders will be able to pay with one card all over the euro area

(limited only by brand acceptance on the part of merchants).

> Cardholders and merchants will be able to make and receive card

payments throughout the euro area in a common and consistent

manner.

> Payment card processors will be able to compete with each other and

offer their services throughout the euro area, making the market for

the processing of card payments more competitive, reliable and

cost-efficient.
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What is a card payment?

Of the many types of payment card available to cardholders, two main types

can be identified:

> debit cards , which allow the cardholder to charge purchases directly

and individually to an account;

> credit cards , which allow the cardholder to make purchases within a

certain credit l imit. The balance is either settled in full by the end of a

specific period, or settled in part, with the remaining balance taken as

extended credit on which the cardholder is charged interest.



SEPA CASH

The smooth operation of payment systems

requires a mixture of instruments, including

cash.

In order to create a “single euro cash area”

for professional cash handlers, the ECB has

agreed on a number of measures with a

view to contributing to a fair competitive

environment as regards the Eurosystem’s

cash services. These measures concern the

banking industry, which is the Eurosystem’s

main counterpar t for cash ser v ices and

i t s i n te rmed i a r y

in the provision of

cash to the general

pub l i c . Fur ther

s teps w i l l be

imp lemented in

order to fur ther

harmonise NCBs’

c a sh ser v i ce s i n

the medium term.
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Who issues banknotes?

The ECB has the exclusive

right to authorise the

issuance of banknotes

within the euro area. The

NCBs of the Eurosystem

put euro banknotes into

circulation by providing

them to the banking sector.

The main distribution

channel to the general

public is via ATMs.



> SEPA INFRASTRUCTURES
The EPC framework governing clearing and settlement mechanisms

within SEPA sets out the principles that allow infrastructure providers

to clear payments made using the SEPA credit transfer and direct debit

schemes . The framework d is t ingu ishes between the ro les and

responsibilities of schemes (i.e. the rules for the different payment

instruments) and those of infrastructures (i.e. providers that offer

processing services to financial institutions). The framework also

contains a classification of different infrastructure types, ranging from

PEACHs and inter-group arrangements to purely bilateral arrangements.

The framework for clearing and settlement mechanisms within SEPA

came into force in January 2008.

FEATURES OF THE CLEAR ING AND SETTLEMENT INFRASTRUCTURES

WITH IN SEPA

The Eurosystem’s aim is for the main infrastructures to be able to

send/receive euro payments made using SEPA payment instruments

to/from all banks in the euro area. Banks can be reachable directly,

indirectly through intermediary banks, or indirectly through links

between infrastructures. For an efficient exchange of payment messages,

infrastructure providers should adopt uniform rules on interoperability.

Another aim is to ensure full transparency in terms of infrastructure

providers’ services and prices.
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What are clearing and settlement?

Clearing is the process of transmitting, reconcil ing and confirming

payment orders, and establishing a final position for settlement (on the

basis of either individual transactions or bundles of transactions).

Settlement is the transfer of funds between the payer and the payee

(and between the payer’s bank and the payee’s bank).



Clearing and settlement in SEPA will thus be designed to ensure:

> the reachability of all euro area banks;

> the separation of schemes and infrastructures.

> S TANDARD I S AT I ON

The EPC has chosen to use well-known international standards

for the SEPA payment schemes. The goal is to ensure automated

(straight-through) processing of all euro-denominated payments. This

is a three-layer process.

> In the rulebooks for SEPA credit transfers and direct debits, the EPC

has business requirements describing the data elements that are

to be exchanged between financial intermediaries. On the basis of

those business requirements , the EPC has ident i f ied logical

requirements .

> In the final layer, those logical requirements become concrete

message s tandards . The s t andards se l ec ted are UNIF I

(ISO 20022) XML message standards developed by the International

Organization for Standardization. The EPC has also developed a set

of SEPA implementation guidelines that define the use of the

UNIFI message standards.

The EPC has dec ided

that the UNIFI standards

wi l l be compulsor y in

the bank-to-bank domain

and recommended in

the cus tomer- to -b ank

domain.
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What are standards?

Standards are rules that govern technology,

behaviour and interaction. Technical standards

are necessary to allow interaction and

interoperability between IT systems and to

foster the automation of the payment process.



> LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The Payment Services Directive establishes the legal framework necessary for SEPA payments

and will also apply to existing national payment products. The PSD was adopted by the European

Parliament and the EU Council in 2007. It must be transposed into national law by November

2009 at the latest. The Directive contains three main building blocks, which are described below.

THE R IGHT TO PROV IDE PAYMENT SERV ICES TO THE PUBL IC

The aim of the Directive is to harmonise the market access requirements for non-bank payment

service providers. This will help to foster innovation and create a level playing field with

enhanced competition.

TRANSPARENCY AND INFORMAT ION REQU IREMENTS

The Directive will establish a clear and concise set of harmonised information requirements

that all payment service providers must fulfil, whether they are offering SEPA payment products

or existing national payment products. This will improve transparency for customers and will

fully harmonise national rules, which currently vary greatly.

THE R IGHTS AND OBL IGAT IONS OF USERS AND

PROV IDERS OF PAYMENT SERV ICES

The Directive will provide clarity and certainty with regard to the core

rights and obligations of users and providers of payment services. It

will also provide the legal framework necessary for SEPA, as it will

harmonise the differing national legal requirements currently in

force.
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What is the PSD?

In 2007 the European

Parliament and the EU

Council adopted the

Directive on payment

services in the internal

market, the “Payment

Services Directive”. This

Directive will ensure that

the same legal framework

applies to all payments

made within Europe.



> THE EUROSYSTEM ’ S V IEW OF SEPA
The Eurosystem views SEPA as an “integrated market for payment

services which is subject to effective competition and where there is

no distinction between cross-border and national payments within the

euro area.”

Joint statement by the European Commission and the European Central Bank, May 2006

> FOCUS OF THE EUROSYSTEM
The Eurosystem encourages the continual development of SEPA to

ensure that customers’ needs and requirements are met. The immediate

aim should be to:

> make SEPA direct debit schemes avai lab le to al l users from

November 2009;

> continue initiatives to develop an additional European card scheme;

> enhance the SEPA payment instruments with value-added services

(e- invoic ing, e-reconci l iat ion, onl ine payment init iat ion, etc .) ,

ensuring end-to-end STP for all SEPA payments.
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Why is the Eurosystem involved in SEPA?

The Eurosystem’s interest in the SEPA project and the financial integration

of payment systems in general is based on its statutory obligation, as laid

down in the Treaty establishing the European Community, to promote the

smooth operation of payment systems and to safeguard financial stabil ity.



> ENSUR ING THE
CREAT ION OF SEPA

To es t ab l i s h SEPA , the Eurosy s tem i s

providing support by acting as a catalyst for

change and will continue to:

> provide guidance in order to obtain a

retail payment market that is in the best

interests of the EU;

> work with the public sector to ensure

that this sector becomes an early adopter

of SEPA payment products in all countries;

> work with all users to ensure that their

expectations are acknowledged by the

EPC;

> cont r i bu te to the coord ina t ion o f

communication efforts:

> on a cros s -border l eve l w i th the

European Commission and the EPC so

as to coordinate their communication

activities;

> on a national level with the coordination

bodies set up in all euro area countries.

These bod ie s cons i s t ma in l y o f

representatives of national governments,

the national banking associations and

the NCBs. Their purpose is to ensure the

implementation of the building blocks

for SEPA and to make sure that the

na t iona l bank ing commun i t i e s a re

informed about and ready for SEPA.
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> THE EUROSYSTEM ’ S
LONG-TERM EXPECTAT IONS

The Eurosystem encourages the EPC to continue its efforts to develop a single, innovative retail

payment market in the euro area that satisfies the needs and requirements of European citizens.

In the long term, the Eurosystem expects that all euro area payments will become domestic ,

reaching a level of safety and efficiency that is at least on a par with that of the best-performing

national payments today.

QUAL ITY

In SEPA, euro payments will match and ideally

surpass the best-performing national payments

currently available in terms of speed and

convenience.

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

All stakeholders wi l l be involved in the

continual development of SEPA. Although

SEPA represents a challenge for everyone

in the short term, it offers a signif icant

opportunity for both European integration

and technological progress in the long term.

SECUR ITY

Customers will feel more secure when using

SEPA payment i n s t rument s , wh i ch are

protected by a set of minimum security

standards.

STANDARD I SAT ION

In the long term, all euro area payments will

support end-to-end STP on the basis of

open and non-proprietary standards.

CHO ICE

Stakeholders will be able to choose between

fully transparent SEPA payment instruments

and will not be confined by national borders.

All customers will have a wider choice of

banks and payment products. Finally, financial

institutions will be able to choose between a

wide range of infrastructure providers and

card processors.

COMPET IT ION

SEPA will create more competition by making

the euro area an integrated market in which

providers can offer their services to the

entire euro area, irrespective of national

borders.
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